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So many times we have dreams and desires that we
never want to give up on, and we strive to see them
become a reality. Our lives are easier because of
modern technologies that started with a dream or an
idea. Why is it that our society gives up so easily on
marriage? When a marriage is failing and love is fading,
many couples think that divorce is the only way out, so
they give up on their dreams. We live in a throw-it-away
society; if it is broken, just throw it away and get a new
one. In All Because of Love, author Penelope Marie
takes readers on a journey through the realities of
marriage. She shares how God took her marriage that
was failing and her love that was fading and led her and
her husband through a journey of restoration. No matter
what problems are being faced in a marriage, there is
hope. A husband or wife may have deep pain in their
heart and soul because of their situation, but when they
have the necessary tools to repair what is broken and
falling apart, they are able to make the needed repairs.
Enter the world of Geronimo Stilton, where another funny
adventure is always right around the corner. Each book
is a fast-paced adventure with lively art and a unique
format kids 7-10 will love. Ah, there's nothing like a
relaxing vacation on the beach! I would spread out by the
crystal-clear water with a good book. What more could a
mouse want? At least, that was the plan. But somehow,
my vacations never seem to go according to plan.
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Instead of a beautiful seaside resort, I found myself in a
fleabag hotel that was falling down around my ears! Oh,
would I ever be able to relax and enjoy my vacation??
Geronimo Stilton has taken the world by storm! Funny
and adventurous stories with colourful, engaging text
design from the UK publishers who brought you Diary of
a Wimpy Kid. Perfect for both avid and reluctant readers
of 5+Red Pizzas for a Blue Count Geronimo's cousin is
stuck in Transratania, the land of vampire bats! His sister
Thea drags Geronimo along on a rescue mission, but he
might be more of a hindrance than a help. After all, he
knows that a vampire bat would love to sink its fangs into
a tender mouse like him! *Over 75 million copies sold*
*Also available in audio* Geronimo Stilton is the
publisher of The Rodent's Gazette, Mouse Island's most
famouse newspaper. In his spare time, Mr. Stilton enjoys
collecting antique cheese rinds, playing golf, and telling
stories to his nephew Benjamin. He lives in New Mouse
City, Mouse Island.
Because I'm your dad, you can have spaghetti for
breakfast, French toast for dinner, and rocky road ice
cream in the bathtub. In a text that's both playful and
loving, a father expresses his hopes and dreams for a
one-of-a-kind relationship with his child. Whimsical
monster characters bring the silly and sweet scenes to
life and keep the book universal. The book's ending, a
moving tribute to the author's father, guarantees
intergenerational appeal. Because I'm your dad, I will do
all of these things for you and more . . . because that's
what my dad did for me.
Love is in the air! Geronimo has met the mouse of his
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dreams but he just can't play it cool. He needs to do
something amazing, something incredible to catch her
attention! What better way than by searching for the
Eighth Wonder of the World: the mysterious Valley of the
Cheeselets? Will he return home a legend? And will it all
be worth it in the end?The series is perfect for 5 to 8 year
old's both avid and reluctant readers due to its
expressive typeset, fun illustrations and humorous
stories. Supplementary material is available:
www.sweetcherrypublishing.com/resources
The tenth book in Winston Graham's classic Poldark
saga, now a major TV series from Masterpiece PBS.
Cornwall 1813 A silver cup lies half-forgotten in a dank
cave, amongst a pile of stolen goods. Yet the tiny vessel
and its inscription Amor gignit amorem haunts the lives
of the still-feuding Poldark and Warleggan families, as
Ross, Demelza and the ambitious and powerful Sir
George Warleggan watch their children make the
decisions that will shape their destinies. In the closing
years of the wars against Napoleon, for Jeremy and
Clowance, and for arrogant, cynical Valentine
Warleggan, these are troubled and momentous times . . .
In his Poldark series, Winston Graham explores the
complications of love lost and the class struggle of early
19th-century England with a light comic touch. The
Loving Cup is followed by the eleventh book in the
series, The Twisted Sword.
When you're with Geronimo Stilton, it's always a
fabumouse adventure! Mouse Island is having its first
ever film festival! Everyone is waiting for Mousin
Scorsese's new movie. But as soon as the lights go out,
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the movie goes missing! Can Geronimo catch the thief?
Consciousness has become a major topic of scientific
interest, and dozens of books have been written in
recent years to explain it, yet it still remains a mystery.
Science and the Riddle of Consciousness explains why
consciousness is a riddle for science, and demonstrates
how this riddle can be solved. The questions examined
in the book speak directly to neuroscientists, computer
scientists, psychologists, and philosophers.

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF
TIME MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL
TIME The extraordinary, beloved novel about the
ability of books to feed the soul even in the darkest
of times. When Death has a story to tell, you listen. It
is 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its
breath. Death has never been busier, and will
become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a foster girl
living outside of Munich, who scratches out a
meager existence for herself by stealing when she
encounters something she can’t resist–books. With
the help of her accordion-playing foster father, she
learns to read and shares her stolen books with her
neighbors during bombing raids as well as with the
Jewish man hidden in her basement. In superbly
crafted writing that burns with intensity, awardwinning author Markus Zusak, author of I Am the
Messenger, has given us one of the most enduring
stories of our time. “The kind of book that can be lifechanging.” —The New York Times “Deserves a
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place on the same shelf with The Diary of a Young
Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS
BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST
NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
The astonishing, uplifting story of a real-life Indiana
Jones and his humanitarian campaign to use
education to combat terrorism in the Taliban’s
backyard Anyone who despairs of the individual’s
power to change lives has to read the story of Greg
Mortenson, a homeless mountaineer who, following
a 1993 climb of Pakistan’s treacherous K2, was
inspired by a chance encounter with impoverished
mountain villagers and promised to build them a
school. Over the next decade he built fifty-five
schools—especially for girls—that offer a balanced
education in one of the most isolated and dangerous
regions on earth. As it chronicles Mortenson’s
quest, which has brought him into conflict with both
enraged Islamists and uncomprehending Americans,
Three Cups of Tea combines adventure with a
celebration of the humanitarian spirit.
While investigating an apparent suicide, Detective
Eric Daniels meets Vanessa Benton, whose
conviction that her colleague's death is not a suicide
puts her own life in jeopardy.
Universally acclaimed, rapturously reviewed, winner
of the National Book Critics Circle Award for
autobiography, and an instant New York Times
bestseller, Chanel Miller's breathtaking memoir
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"gives readers the privilege of knowing her not just
as Emily Doe, but as Chanel Miller the writer, the
artist, the survivor, the fighter." (The Wrap). "I
opened Know My Name with the intention to bear
witness to the story of a survivor. Instead, I found
myself falling into the hands of one of the great
writers and thinkers of our time. Chanel Miller is a
philosopher, a cultural critic, a deep observer, a
writer's writer, a true artist. I could not put this
phenomenal book down." --Glennon Doyle, #1 New
York Times bestselling author of Love Warrior and
Untamed "Know My Name is a gut-punch, and in the
end, somehow, also blessedly hopeful."
--Washington Post She was known to the world as
Emily Doe when she stunned millions with a letter.
Brock Turner had been sentenced to just six months
in county jail after he was found sexually assaulting
her on Stanford's campus. Her victim impact
statement was posted on BuzzFeed, where it
instantly went viral--viewed by eleven million people
within four days, it was translated globally and read
on the floor of Congress; it inspired changes in
California law and the recall of the judge in the case.
Thousands wrote to say that she had given them the
courage to share their own experiences of assault
for the first time. Now she reclaims her identity to tell
her story of trauma, transcendence, and the power
of words. It was the perfect case, in many
ways--there were eyewitnesses, Turner ran away,
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physical evidence was immediately secured. But her
struggles with isolation and shame during the
aftermath and the trial reveal the oppression victims
face in even the best-case scenarios. Her story
illuminates a culture biased to protect perpetrators,
indicts a criminal justice system designed to fail the
most vulnerable, and, ultimately, shines with the
courage required to move through suffering and live
a full and beautiful life. Know My Name will forever
transform the way we think about sexual assault,
challenging our beliefs about what is acceptable and
speaking truth to the tumultuous reality of healing. It
also introduces readers to an extraordinary writer,
one whose words have already changed our world.
Entwining pain, resilience, and humor, this memoir
will stand as a modern classic. Chosen as a BEST
BOOK OF 2019 by The New York Times Book
Review, The Washington Post, TIME, Elle, Glamour,
Parade, Chicago Tribune, Baltimore Sun, BookRiot
Geronimo Stilton: All Because of a Cup of Coffee is
the tenth book in this internationally bestselling
series. Over 70 million copies sold!I, Geronimo
Stilton, was in love! I was in the coffee shop one
morning when I spotted the most beautiful rodent in
the world. Unfortunately, I immediately tripped and
ended up with my tail in a toaster. I was one
mortified mouse! But I was still determined to prove
my love. So I joined my family on a journey to the
Eighth Wonder of the World! There I made a
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discovery so amazing, I knew it would help me win
the heart of my darling ratlette . . .** Incredible
interactive website at www.geronimostilton.com/uk create your own avatar for New Mouse City!** Funny
and adventurous stories with colourful, engaging text
design makes Geronimo Stilton perfect for
aspirational readers of Diary of a Wimpy Kid. A huge
hit with both avid and reluctant readers aged 5+.
A beloved classic that captures the powerful bond
between man and man’s best friend. Billy has long
dreamt of owning not one, but two, dogs. So when
he’s finally able to save up enough money for two
pups to call his own—Old Dan and Little Ann—he’s
ecstatic. It doesn’t matter that times are tough;
together they’ll roam the hills of the Ozarks. Soon
Billy and his hounds become the finest hunting team
in the valley. Stories of their great achievements
spread throughout the region, and the combination
of Old Dan’s brawn, Little Ann’s brains, and Billy’s
sheer will seems unbeatable. But tragedy awaits
these determined hunters—now friends—and Billy
learns that hope can grow out of despair, and that
the seeds of the future can come from the scars of
the past. Praise for Where the Red Fern Grows A
Top 100 Children’s Novel, School Library Journal's
A Fuse #8 Production A Must-Read for Kids 9 to 14,
NPR Winner of Multiple State Awards Over 7 million
copies in print! “Very touching.” —The New York
Times Book Review “One of the great classics of
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children’s literature . . . Any child who doesn’t get to
read this beloved and powerfully emotional book has
missed out on an important piece of childhood for
the last 40-plus years.” —Common Sense Media “An
exciting tale of love and adventure you’ll never
forget.” —School Library Journal “A book of
unadorned naturalness.” —Kirkus Reviews “Written
with so much feeling and sentiment that adults as
well as children are drawn [in] with a passion.”
—Arizona Daily Star “It’s a story about a young boy
and his two hunting dogs and . . . I can’t even go on
without getting a little misty.” —The Huffington Post
“We tear up just thinking about it.” —Time on the film
adaptation
When he hears reports of a ghost haunting New
Mouse City's subway tunnels, Geronimo sets out to
investigate the story.
What were they doing deep in the desert? Where
was Sha' Medine? And where were the prisoners of
war? Destroy Sha' Medine, a city-fortress that is only
rumored to exist, and Arabia would fall and the
thirteen-year war would be brought to its knees.
Follow Corporal Will Levings deep into the heart of
the Arabian Desert in the novel All Because Of War
as he wages with a merciless futuristic war. On the
run after his Blackhawk is shred by enemy fire, Will
must find a way to escape an almost certain death.
America has been thrust into the war that Israel had
all but begged them to enter. In the daunting heat of
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the lonely desert, Will is forced to confront his
frustrations of living in the shadows of his father,
Colonel John Levings, the American hero, a hero
whose reputation has been tarnished by years of
conspiracy and lies. His father's fading fame is the
least of Will's concerns as things go from bad to
worse when he wanders into the deathly grip of an
enemy war camp. But the prison holds the answer
needed to end the thirteen-year war. And now, with
seemingly no way out, Will must find a way to share
his knowledge with the only people who can help
him escape. David Amburgey lives in Baxley,
Georgia, with his lovely wife, Lisa, and his children.
He is currently the pastor of Baxley Free Will Baptist
Church.
A coming-of-age memoir by a Colombian-Cuban
woman about shaping lessons from home into a
new, queer life In this lyrical, coming-of-age memoir,
Daisy Hernández chronicles what the women in her
Cuban-Colombian family taught her about love,
money, and race. Her mother warns her about
envidia and men who seduce you with pastries,
while one tía bemoans that her niece is turning out to
be “una india” instead of an American. Another
auntie instructs that when two people are close, they
are bound to become like uña y mugre, fingernails
and dirt, and that no, Daisy’s father is not godless.
He’s simply praying to a candy dish that can be
traced back to Africa. These lessons—rooted in
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women’s experiences of migration, colonization, y
cariño—define in evocative detail what it means to
grow up female in an immigrant home. In one story,
Daisy sets out to defy the dictates of race and class
that preoccupy her mother and tías, but dating
women and transmen, and coming to identify as
bisexual, leads her to unexpected questions. In
another piece, NAFTA shuts local factories in her
hometown on the outskirts of New York City, and
she begins translating unemployment forms for her
parents, moving between English and Spanish, as
well as private and collective fears. In prose that is
both memoir and commentary, Daisy reflects on
reporting for the New York Times as the paper is
rocked by the biggest plagiarism scandal in its
history and plunged into debates about the role of
race in the newsroom. A heartfelt exploration of
family, identity, and language, A Cup of Water Under
My Bed is ultimately a daughter’s story of finding
herself and her community, and of creating a new,
queer life.
Aphorisms and poems on life and the universe
In Megan Gebhart's senior year of college, she
started a project in which she talked to someone she
didn't know over a cup of coffee once a week for a
year. Her project was so successful, she traveled for
14 months having conversations with cultural
leaders, business people, a first-grader, fellow
travelers and many others before returning to San
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Francisco and consolidating her interviews into a
book.
Three brothers and their relations in 19th century
Russia provide the base for a sweeping epic
overview of human striving, folly and hope. First
published in 1880, The Brothers Karamazov is a
landmark work in every respect. Revolving around
shiftless father Fyodor Pavlovich Karamazov are the
fates of his three sons, each of whom has fortunes
entwined with the others. The eldest son, Dimitri,
seeks an inheritance from his father and becomes
his rival in love. Ivan, the second son, is so at odds
with the world that he is driven near to madness,
while the youngest, Alexi, is a man of faith and a
natural optimist. These personalities are drawn out
and tested in a crucible of conflict and emotion as
the author forces upon them fundamental questions
of morality, faith, reason and responsibility. This
charged situation is pushed to its limit by the addition
of the unthinkable, murder and possible patricide.
Using shifting viewpoints and delving into the minds
of his characters, Dostoevsky adopted fresh
techniques to tell his wide-reaching story with power
and startling effectiveness. The Brothers Karamazov
remains one of the most respected and celebrated
novels in all literature and continues to reward
readers beyond expectation. With an eye-catching
new cover, and professionally typeset manuscript,
this edition of The Brothers Karamazov is both
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modern and readable.
I’m off to Egypt! I climbed onboard a crabby old
camel that would take me across the desert to the
Great Cheese Pyramid. There, among mummies
and hieroglyphics, I would learn the secret of the
Seven Wonders of the Ancient Mouse World....
From the author of Fresh Off the Boat, now a hit
ABC sitcom, comes a hilarious and fiercely original
story of culture, family, love, and red-cooked pork
Eddie Huang was finally happy. Sort of. He’d written
a bestselling book and was the star of a TV show
that took him to far-flung places around the globe.
His New York City restaurant was humming, his
OKCupid hand was strong, and he’d even hung
fresh Ralph Lauren curtains to create the illusion of a
bedroom in the tiny apartment he shared with his
younger brother Evan, who ran their restaurant
business. Then he fell in love—and everything fell
apart. The business was creating tension within the
family; his life as a media star took him away from
his first passion—food; and the woman he loved—an
All-American white girl—made him wonder: How
Chinese am I? The only way to find out, he decided,
was to reverse his parents’ migration and head back
to the motherland. On a quest to heal his family,
reconnect with his culture, and figure out whether he
should marry his American girl, Eddie flew to China
with his two brothers and a mission: to set up shop
to see if his food stood up to Chinese palates—and to
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immerse himself in the culture to see if his life made
sense in China. Naturally, nothing went according to
plan. Double Cup Love takes readers from
Williamsburg dive bars to the skies over Mongolia,
from Michelin-starred restaurants in Shanghai to
street-side soup peddlers in Chengdu. The book
rockets off as a sharply observed, globe-trotting
comic adventure that turns into an existential
suspense story with high stakes. Eddie takes
readers to the crossroads where he has to choose
between his past and his future, between who he
once was and who he might become. Double Cup
Love is about how we search for love and
meaning—in family and culture, in romance and
marriage—but also how that search, with all its aching
and overpowering complexity, can deliver us to our
truest selves. Praise for Eddie Huang’s Double Cup
Love “Double Cup Love invites the readers to
journey through [Eddie Huang’s] love story, new
friendships, brotherhood, a whole lot of eating and
more. Huang’s honest recounting shouts and
whispers on every page in all-caps dialogues and
hilarious side-commentary. Huang pulls simple truths
and humor out of his complex adventure to China.
His forthright sharing of anecdotes is sincere and
generates uncontrollable laughter. . . . His latest
memoir affirms not only that the self-described
“human panda” is an engaging storyteller but a
great listener, especially in the language of
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food.”—Chicago Tribune “An elaborate story of love
and self-discovery . . . Huang’s writing is wry and
zippy; he regards the world with an understanding of
its absurdities and injustices and with a willingness
to be surprised.”—Jon Caramanica, The New York
Times “Huang is determined to tease out the subtle
and not-so-subtle ways in which Asian-Americans
give up parts of themselves in order to move
forward. . . . Fortunately for us, he’s not afraid to
speak up about it.”—The New Yorker “Huang
connects in Chengdu the same way he assimilated
in America—through food, hip-hop and a neverending authenticity, which readers experience
through his hilarious writing voice and style.”—New
York Daily News
When Geronimo Stilton's friend, Professor von Volt,
discovers the location of the famous Ruby of Fire,
Geronimo soon finds himself in a race to find the
gem before it can fall into the hands of some dark
characters.
“[Zhena] Muzyka’s charisma leaps off the pages of
this unconventional, touching, and personal guide to
success” (Publishers Weekly), featuring seventeen
soulful lessons and simple rituals for finding your
life’s purpose, improving your relationships, and
becoming healthier—all in the time it takes to drink a
cup of tea. Drawing on lessons she’s learned
throughout her amazing and sometimes difficult life
journey, the social entrepreneur and founder of
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Zhena’s Gypsy Tea shares seventeen soulful
lessons to help you overcome obstacles, clarify your
purpose, and bring awareness to each moment of
your life. An inspiring roadmap for discovering the
secrets of happiness and success for yourself at any
stage in life, Life By the Cup’s message is that, no
matter where you are, you can change your
circumstances and live your dreams. As a twentyfour-year-old single mom, Zhena had an infant in
need of life-saving surgery and only six dollars in her
wallet. She also had two other powerful motivators:
hope and a passion to share her unique tea blends
with the world. Combining her kitchen hobby of
blending tea, her knowledge of herbs and
aromatherapy, and her gypsy grandmother’s
wisdom, Zhena started selling custom teas from a
cart on California street corners. Now, over a decade
later, her son is healthy and Zhena’s Gypsy Tea is a
multimillion-dollar brand. Zhena’s insights and
gentle guidance will inspire you to increase your
compassion toward others as well as yourself. You’ll
also gain wisdom on how to hone your intuition, ask
for help, and live out your true purpose without
drastically changing the way you live. Discover your
calling, bolster your courage, develop your own
flavor of success, and you’ll see your own passion
make a meaningful difference in the world.
Young Cassie Logan endures humiliation and witnesses
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burning rampage, before she fully understands the
importance her family attributes to having land of their
own.
A bond of love unites a family throughout generations in
this companion to the beloved and bestselling classic
The Keeping Quilt. As a young Russian Jewish girl in the
early 1900s, Anna and her family lived in fear of the
Czar’s soldiers. The family lived a hard life and had few
possessions—their treasure was a beautiful china tea set.
A wedding gift to Anna’s parents, the tea set came with
a wish that “Anyone who drinks from this will have
blessings from God. They will never know a day of
hunger. Their lives will always have flavor. They will
know love and joy and they will never be poor.” When
Anna’s family leaves Russia for America, they bring the
tea set and its blessings. A source of heritage and
security, the tea set helps Anna’s family make friends
and find better lives in America. A cup from the tea
set—The Blessing Cup—became an anchor of family
history, and it remains a symbol of lasting love more than
a century later. This tender tribute to the importance of
loving lineage is a prequel and companion to the
perennial bestseller The Keeping Quilt and is told and
illustrated with authenticity and tremendous heart.
Geronimo, broken-hearted after a failed romance, sets
out with his family to explore the Eighth Wonder of the
Mouse World.
Amish woman Rosanna Zook lost her self-confidence
within the confines of a loveless and abusive marriage.
In the years spent quietly dealing with her burdens and
dutifully caring for others, she forgot her sense of self
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and ability to feel. But after her first husband's untimely
death, she gets a second chance with Reuben Troyer, a
godly man who welcomes Rosanna and her two children
into his life. Despite the love and respect she finds in her
new marriage, Rosanna soon learns that juggling the
demands of her family and church community is more
than she can handle. When Rosanna becomes ill, she is
forced to confront a hard truth: one empty cup cannot fill
another. For a woman who has spent her life giving, will
Rosanna finally be able to let go and receive?
Rosemary Fell was born into privilege. She has wealth,
well–connected friends, and a handsome fiance, Philip
Alsop. Finally she has everything she wants. It is then, in
a moment of beneficence, that Rosemary invites Eleanor
Smith, a penniless young woman she sees under a
streetlamp in the rain, into her home for a cup of tea.
While there, Rosemary sees Eleanor exchange an
unmistakable look with Philip, and she sends Eleanor on
her way. But she cannot undo this chance encounter,
and it leads to a tempestuous and all–consuming love
triangle –– until the tides of war throw all their lives off
balance. Inspired by a classic Katherine Mansfield short
story, A Cup of Tea engages with its vivid –– and often
amusing –– cast of characters, wonderful period detail,
brilliant evocation of the uncertain days of World War I,
and delightfully spare and picturesque sense of story.
**Holds over 200+ addresses!! Great value. Designed for
people who want to keep track of all their address is one
place. It's always good to have a written record of
everything, rather than keeping all of your records on the
computer. Stay organized and keep track of addresses
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of family, friends and acquaintances with this 6x9
address book. Record names, addresses, cell and home
numbers, email addresses, birthdays and other notes.
Keeping track of your busy family and friends is a snap
with this pretty yet practical address book! Personal
address book packs a punch with space for over 200
contacts! Record names, addresses, home and mobile
numbers, birthdays, notes, and email addresses. 110
pages. Measures 6 inches wide by 9 inches high Makes
a nice gift, too! Cover design complements any desk.
Designed by Elite Online Publishing Look for our other
Amazon Books Elite Journals Elite Prayer Journals Elite
Happy Journals Elite Fitness Journals Elite Guest Books
Elite Planners
The Corail® Hip System was developed in 1986 as an
innovative solution for hip arthroplasty and has since
become one of the most used hip systems in the world.
This book is designed as a practical manual to primary
and revision arthroplasty that will serve both as a
reference for surgeons in training and as a source of
information, tips and tricks for the more experienced who
wish to learn from the cases of other surgeons. The book
is divided into three main parts. The first discusses
everything that is practical about the system, including
the surgical technique, treatment of complications, and
the results achieved in large cohorts of patients. The
second part is devoted to the important issues of surgical
approach, bearing options, acetabular preparation and,
cup orientation and fixation. The final part focuses on
patient management and includes a collection of
standard and complex clinical cases to which surgeons
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can refer when planning surgery.
Enter the world of Geronimo Stilton, where another funny
adventure is always right around the corner. Each book
is a fast-paced adventure with lively art and a unique
format kids 7-10 will love. I, Geronimo Stilton, was in
love! I went out for a cup of coffee one morning and laid
eyes on the most beautiful rodent I'd ever seen.
Unfortunately, I immediately tripped over my paws and
ended up with my tail in a toaster! I was one mortified
mouse. But I was determined to prove that I wasn't a
complete stumblemouse. So I decided to join my family
on their most daring adventure yet -- a journey to the
eighth wonder of the world! There I made a discovery so
truly amazing, I knew I could win the heart of my darling
ratlette....
Geronimo Stilton, editor of "The Rodent's Gazette,"
hates Halloween, but Thea has decided to publish a
book about the spooky holiday, and his nephew's
excitement leaves Geronimo no choice but to participate.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A GOOD
MORNING AMERICA BOOK CLUB PICK Their lives
began together, but their worlds couldn't be more
different. After thirty years of missed connections, they're
about to meet again... Minnie Cooper knows two things
with certainty: that her New Year's birthday is unlucky,
and that it's all because of Quinn Hamilton, a man she's
never met. Their mothers gave birth to them at the same
hospital just after midnight on New Year's Day, but
Quinn was given the cash prize for being the first baby
born in London in 1990--and the name Minnie was
meant to have, as well. With luck like that, it's no wonder
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each of her birthdays has been more of a disaster than
the one before. When Minnie unexpectedly runs into
Quinn at a New Year's party on their mutual thirtieth
birthday, she sees only more evidence that fortune has
continued to favor him. The gorgeous, charming
business owner truly seems to have it all--while Minnie's
on the brink of losing her pie-making company and her
home. But if Quinn and Minnie are from different worlds,
why do they keep bumping into each other? And why is it
that each fraught encounter leaves them both wanting
more? A moving, joyful love story, This Time Next Year
explores the way fate leads us to the people we least
expect--no matter what the odds.
When you're with Geronimo Stilton, it's always a
fabumouse adventure! Geronimo decides to buy his
aunt's old farm where he used to spend the holidays. It's
filled with memories from his childhood! There is a large
oak tree in the yard that holds legendary secrets to
unlock.
Geronimo falls in love with a countess at a coffee shop
and tries to win her love by joining his family on a journey
to the Eighth Wonder of the World and becoming
famous.
After injuring his hand, a silversmith's apprentice in
Boston becomes a messenger for the Sons of Liberty in
the days before the American Revolution.
Geronimo Stilton, who is a normal mouse that does not
like adventure, is dragged along to accompany his supersporty friend Bruce Hyena on a series of outrageous
adventures to toughen him up.
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